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SG's OAFcommHtee doles out the dough 
by Benjamin·B. Morkeson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
at budget requests. "We start 
with the base needs, then we 
work on the needs to 
keep .. .levels of service main-
tained." 
UCF Student Service Fee - Growth & Projected Allocation 
The Student Senate Or-
ganizations, Appropriations 
and Finance Committee ex-
pects to begin hearings Thurs-
day on the 1988-89 budget 
requests of SG agencies and 
student organizations. 
Agencies and organization·s 
that have had all, or part, of 
their budget requests cut will 
be notified Monday and in-
formed they can ask to have 
cuts shifted to different areas 
of their progra~s, said OAF 
chair Fred Sch mi All we can do 
right now is shift funding, 
because we have no more 
funds," Schmidt sa "Sinced 
· there are so many different 
agencies trying to get a piece 
of the pie, there's only so much 
pie to dole out,~ said Schmidt, 
explaining how theOAF loQks 
Cuts have been made to the 
budget requests of the Student 
Center, SG operations, the 
Bike Club, Rec Services, SG at 
the Brevard and Daytona Area 
Campuses. 
· Funding cuts have also 
been made in the budget re-· 
quests of the Black Student 
Unio~, Alpha Phi Omega and 
the Gospel Choir. 
"All those cuts are tenta-
tive," said Schmidt. "They 1 
were made strictly in a short · 
amount of time, to get the Ac-
tivities & Service Fees (A&SF) · 
budget . balanced." The pro-
posed 1988-89 SG budget (SB 
Bill 20-61) totals $1,442, 767, 
an increase of 22% over the 
SEE BUDGET PAGE 8 
Student Ser\tice Fee totals for the 
past five years and a breakdown of 
Student Governmeot's . proposed 
1988-1989 budget. 
Legal Services 
6% 
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
No 'fear of flying' in Montreal _Brainsdrdining into UCF · 
Aeronautics club's experimental aircraft aw.es aviators 
by Tammy Thompson-
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
This past week~nd, the experi-
mental aircraft Pegasus II was 
flying high over Montreal, Canada, 
. representing UCF at the third an-
nual international student aeronau-
tical design competition Aerodesign 
88, coming in fourth in .design. 
The remotely piloted airplane, 
designed and built by members of 
the UCF chapter of the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astro-
·nautics, competed against 41 col-
leges from Canada, Mexico, and the 
United States. The team also won a 
special "Most Determined" award , . 
SEE AIRPLANE PAGE 5 LeslleJorgensen/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
FEATUR·ES 
• Logan BeJle re-
views the new movie 
Willow. Also read 
about J.ohn Updike's 
novel S on page 13. .~· z 
UCF reputation as one of 
Orlando's "best kept secrets" is 
crumbling now that the school 
is accepting some· of th,e high-
est ranked high school seniors 
from ·across the state of Flor-
ida .. Massive growth in the 
Central Florida area, coupled 
with shortages at universities 
statewide and an increased 
awareness of UCF are the 
major contributors to the in-
crease in quality enrollment. 
Lawrence· Tanzi, assistant 
d~an of undergraduate stud-
. ies, said that UCF_ is receiving 
"97 .of the top-.highest ranked 
high school seniors from Or-
ange, Seminole, Lake, Volusia, 
Brevard, Osceola, and Citrus 
countries."Toward the end of 
each academic school year, 
Tanzi personally recruits stu-
dents on the various high 
school campuses around Cen-
tral Florida. According to a 
guidance. counselor at ColOnial 
high school~ "Each year we 
have a 'college day' where vari-
ous representatives of the 
state university system re-
cruit students and take appli-
cations here on our campu·s. _ 
The difference with UCF is 
that they seem· to take a per-
sonal interest in the students. 
UCFs representative talks to 
OPINION 
• Look for letters 
concernfng 11 Radio 
Free UCF" and a look 
at Florida.'s justice 
~system. 
all the interested seniors on a 
one-on-one basis. "Tanzi also 
believes that the quality of · 
UCF has improved academi-
. cally ·ns well ~as soCialiy, thus . 
making the college more at- · 
tractive to students. "The pub-
''The quality of UCF 
has improved aca-
demically as well as 
socially, thus mak-
ing the college 
more attractive to 
students" 
- Lawrence Tanzi 
licity of our computer science · 
team and program, as well as 
the success of our football team 
has also helped." 
"Graduates from. UCF pro-
grams go into the work force 
around the area,"he said. "The 
work force is impressed so they 
send their kids to UCF.As far 
as recruitment goes, UCF did 
well with out-of-state also. 
Three National Merit Scholars 
from New York will be attenQ.-
ing UCF in the fall. 
The Valedictorian at Colo-
nial said that she · was "im-
pressed with · UCF ... [they] 
came across as a top rising uni-
versity and It is ·still close to 
home." 
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WHEN: May 27, 1988 TIME: 9:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. • 
. . 
WHERE: Holiday-Inn UCF • · 12.125_ Hightech Ave. 
· Orlando,FIOrida · • BallroomAPB 
G_LOBAL RESEARCH, INC. needs your participcltion ih this natiori- . 
wid~ edt1cational survey ai1d will. pay you · cash for completing our - • 
questionnaire. Spend a few minutes on. May 27 anq walk out with 
. $20.00. See You There! . _ _ · · : . 
.. 
• 
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ent Govern•ltt Summer 
• 
. - Monc:;1''1A!~iday · 
"· 
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.. 
"t . Questions? ·. • 
275-2191-.or 275-2060 · Cekbra.ting 20 Years of Service 1968-88 • 
• 
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• 
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Condoms stretching society's mores -CONDOM SURVEY RESULTS 
by Katherine Johnson and 
Donald Wtftekind · 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Only s~ven out of 50 women bought co~doms 
to help an embarrassed woman, while 40 out of 
50 men were happy to oblige. Most women were 
either insulted or embarrassed by the request. 
Men, however, felt the woman was acting 
maturely by trying to get the condoms. 
and asked 100 strangers to buy condoms for her -
because she was "too embarrassed" to buy them · 
herself. The other student later interviewed the 
people. · 
Si?r of the 10 males who refused to help were · 
under 18 years of age. 
. mm ... I've got a doetor's appointm~mt in 2 
minutes ... " said· a 16-year-old high school stu-
Two journalism students from the Univer-
sity of Central Florida wanted . to know if 
condoms are really accepted in our society. 
They conducted an informal survey for their 
public affairs reporting class to find out . 
dent. When the interviewer reminded him that 
most doctors' offices had closed hours earlier, he 
admitted embarrassment, saying that he usu-
ally has a friend buy condoms for him. 
Another student reacted similarly. "God, I'm 
only 15," he said. "My mom would kill me!" 
A UCF student surveyed 100-men and women to sQe if they would 
buy condoms for her. Only 7 out ~f 50 women agreed to buy con-
doms, while 40 out of 50 men bought them. 
One student stood in a drug store parking lot SEE SURVEY PAGE 7 SOURCE: Communications Dept. · Leslie Jorgensen /CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
by Benjamin B. Markeson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Because of concerns about AIDS 
and other sexually transmitted dis-
eases, condoms are becoming less and 
less ofa taboo subject. Now, by dialing 
1-900-660-LIFE (5433), callers can 
hear a nine-and-a-half minute re-
corded message on the use of condoms 
as a protection against STDs, includ-
ing AIDS, which it calls "the loaded 
bullet in the revolver of STD." 
Hotline thanks callers "for caring AIDS Research. Eileen Grigg, an as-
enough to call" and warns that "con- sistant . to Dr. Mathilde Krims, the 
doms are not a complete guarantee founding chair of AmF AR, estimated 
·against STD, but they greatly reduce that · the organization will receive 
the risk. n $20,000~ . 
AT&T to keep it going, but "as things 
stand now, AT&T has not ... agreed to 
keep it going past [June 4, because of 
the scarcity 9f available time]," said 
Grigg. 
"Don't be a fool, choose a condom . . . Grigg added that people know it's a 
and think twice about having sex with good idea to use condoms, but are 
anyone who wants to talk you out of embarrassed to admit that they don't 
using [one]," the message warns at one feel competent about using them. 
point. · "For instance, it may not have oc-
Marite Pelverts, an Orange County 
Health Department nurse and epide-
miologist, thougbt the hotline was "a 
greatidea~for: educating people in safe- . 
sex practices . . "At this pomt in time, 
[education] is our greatest 
weapon,"she said. 
- The hotline was- the idea of Stephen 
Fuchs, 40, a television station man-
ager in Honolulu. Fuchs got the idea 
from the success of the pornographic 
1-900 numbers, and the quick results 
achieved when a 1-900 number was 
used in California to raise money for 
disaster relief. 
.The hotline also offers practical curred to them . . . [to] leave a little 
advice., such as advocating use of only space at the end of the condom rather 
latex condoms to. prevent STD because · than putting the whole thing on super-
some scientific studies indicate that tight so it doesn't break." 
natural-skin condoms allow the AIDS · "People can call and get information 
-virus to be ·passed through ·'the mem- in a way that's very ptjvate .... and in a 
brane. The cost of the hotline, which way that's not embarrassing because 
has been receiving 1,000 calls a . day, they're listening to a recording," she 
runs $1.50 for the-first minute and 35 said. 
cents for each additional minute, for a Because there are eurrently just 39 
total of$4.65. The net proceeds from 1-900 lines available from AT&T, the 
the hotline will be donated to the New hotline may have to go on hiatus after 
York-based American Foundation for June 4. Fuchs is negotiating with 
She added the -hotline information 
had been reviewed for accuracy by the 
Food and Drug Administration and the 
Centers for Disease Control. "People 
over the phone might be more willing to 
ask more specific questions in proper 
usage and wh.at other combination of 
The Natfonal Condom Information 
•SCHOLARSHIPS 
Governor Bob Martinez 
annol.inced a partnership be-
tween government and private 
business to help crime victim~ 
and their families restore their 
lives by aw~rding higher edu-
cation scholarships. 
The Victims of Crime Schol-
arship fund, sponsored by 
Computerized Monitoring 
Servic~s, Inc. of Longwood, 
will award ten $1,000 scholar-
ships, including one to a family 
member of a Florida law en-
forcement officer. In addition, 
a bonus scholarship will be 
awarded to the applicant with 
the highest academic average. 
Awards will be given to 
individuals living in the fol-
lowing areas: Miami, West 
Palm Beach, -Space Coast, 
OrJando, jacksonville, Fort 
Myers, Tampa and Sarasota. 
Deadline for applications is 
July 1. Competed applications 
should be sent to CMS, P.O. 
Box 521769, Longwood, Fl. 
32752-1769 . . For more infor-
mation, contact Harriette 
Wilson at 1--800:-522-5124. 
•FREE TUTORING 
The Student Academic Re-
source Center offers free tuto-
rial assistance to all students 
in English, reading, mathe-
matics, economics, and foreign 
language studies. Practice 
tests and preparatory materi-
als for CLAST, SAT, GRE, and 
GMAT are also available. 
CLAST review sessions are . 
offered before every admini-
stration of the exam as well as 
periodic seminars on topics 
such as research papers, time 
management, note taking, test 
taking and test anxiety, and 
stress m~agement. > 
The SARC is located in PCl-
102 and is open from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. M-W-F·, and 9 a.m. to 8 
p.m. ·T-R. For more informa-
tion, call 281-5130. 
• SCHOLARSHIPS 
The VA Health Professional 
Scholarship Program has an-
nounced an award for between 
$472 and $735for eligible jun-
ior and. seniors in nursing and 
physical therapy or masters 
degree nursing programs. 
Qualified applicants must 
be full-time students before 
September 30, 1988, and must 
complete degree requirements 
by June 30, 1990. 
Deadline for applications is 
June 6. For more information, 
contact Veterans Affairs, SC 
132, 275-2707. 
•SUMMER JOBS 
TheMayor's Youth Employ-
ment Program is sponsoring a 
. job fair for those 'between the 
ages of16 and 21 on Saturday, 
June 4, at the Orlando Expo 
Centr~.Participants will have 
the opportunity to talk with 
employers from over ''40 local 
businesses who Will be ·present 
to accept applications and do 
preliminary screening of ap-
plicants. An orientation work-
~shop 'on how to apply, dress, 
interview and keep a job will 
also be held during the fair. No 
previous experience is. 
required.The fftjr will be held 
from 8:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. and 
interested persons should call 
849-21 ~7 for registration. 
• MY SON, THE DOCTOR 
The Division of Sponsored 
Research and the Graduate 
Studies Office at UCF will 
sponsor · graduate fellowships 
and enhancement awards for 
incoming doctoral students in 
1989. 
.Thefirstprogram, the UCF-
DSR Graduate Fellows, offers 
two year fellowships as well as 
tuition remission. Applicants 
must be nominated by faculty, 
carry a minimum of nine 
graduate level credits per 
semester. The amount of the 
fellowship will be determined· 
each yea~ based on the pay of 
graduate· assistants. Two 
awards in this category will be 
presented in the fall of 1989. 
The second program, the 
UCF-DSR Graduate Enhan-ce-
ment Awards, will provide 
support for graduate assis-
tants, and also will cover a two-
year period. Four such awards 
will be given the first year. 
Nominations should be re-
ceived by the dean of Graduate · 
Studies before Jan. 30, 1989. 
For more information, contact 
the Graduate Studies office at 
275-2671. 
•A WOLF ON PIAN9 . 
Pianist Gary Wolf will serve 
up a full menu of favorite 
composers on Sunday, June 12 
in one of the Faculty Artist 
concert series presented this 
year in recognition of the 
UCF's Silver Anniversary. 
Wolf, a distiQguished pro-
fessor of music at UCF, will 
feature works by Bach, 
Beethoven Chopin, Debussy 
and Alberto Ginastera. He will 
conclude with Schumann's 
Carnaval, Opus 9. 
The 3 p.m. program in 
UCF's music rehearsal hall is 
open to the public. There will 
be a .three dollar donation at 
the door for the UCF Founda-
tion Music Scholarship Fund. 
•VETS SCHOLARSHIPS 
The Coors Veterans Memo-
rial Scholarships are available 
to dependents of honorably 
discharged American service 
personnel, active duty person-
nel or American service per-
sonnel killed in action or in the 
'line of duty. 
Qualified applicants must 
have a minimum of 3.0 GPA, 
have completed at least · one 
year of college and be under 22 
years of age as of July 1,1988. 
At least 100 scholarships 
will be awarded in the 
amounts of $5,000 for sopho-
mores, $3,500 for juniors, and 
$2,000 for seniors. 
Deadline for applications is 
.July 1. For more information 
and applications, write Coors 
Veterans' Memorial Scholar-
ship, P.O.Box 3111, North-
brook, IL 60065, or call 1-800-
49-COORS. 
•THE RIGHT $.TUFF 
The UCF Student Chapter 
of the American Institute of 
Aeronautics and Astronautics 
will meet on Friday, May 27, in 
CEBA 370. All are invited and 
encouraged to attend. 
•HAVE A HEART 
The Orange Pulmonary 
Group is offering two $500 
scholarships UCF to cardio-_ 
pul_IQ.onary students in their 
final year of study. 
, Recipients will be selected 
on the basis of academic 
achievement, supplemented 
by evaluations·ofpersons well 
acquainted with the 
SEE HOTLINE PAGE4 
illdividual's work. GPA and 
Class rank will also be consid-
ered, along With extra curricu-
lar and leadership activities. 
Deadline for application!? is 
June 20. For applications and 
more information, contact the 
Department of Cardiopumon-
ary Sciences, lIP 350, 275-
2214. 
• D-l-V-0-R-C-E 
A seminar addressing the 
issue of divorce and its effects 
on children will be held on 
June 14 at Laurel Oaks Hospi-
tal, from 6:30-10. p.m. The 
program, entitled,"Breaking 
Up is Serious Business", will · 
specifically discuss, 'the 
vunerability to physical and 
mental illness children and 
adolescents experience as a 
result of divorce. 
Guest ' speakers include 
Alan Cohen, M.D., David 
Fleischman, PhD., and 
Amanda Cowan, divorce me-
diator attorney . 
The seminar is free of 
charge and open to the public. 
For more information, call 
Jeanne Rodriguez at 352-
7000. 
• RAl:L Y FOR PEACE 
The coalition for Iran Iraq 
, peace will sponsor a r&lly to 
protest the war between the 
two countries to be held Sun-
day Jun~ 5 at the Constitution 
Green off South Street in 
Orlando. The festivities will 
begin at 1 p.m~ , and will be con-
cluded· by motorcade to Cen-
tral Park, Winter Park for a 
social gathering. For more in-
formation call 679-7636. 
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·HOTLINE hours a day .to answer ques-
tions about AIDS and a re-
FROM PAGE 3 · corded message about AIDS 
can be heard by dialing 1-800-
birth control would be effective 342-2437. 
along with a condom," said A recorded message from 
Pelverts. - the STD Hotline advises call-
Last year, more than ten ers to use condoms for all · 
million cases of STD were re- forms of sexual intercourse, 
ported in the United States. "as this· can greatly ·reduce the 
Since 1981, 60,852 ·cases of possibility of transmitting or 
AIDS have been reported in acquiring an infection." 
this country, including 4,345 Operators are on duty at the 
in Florida. STD Hotline (1-800-227-8922) 
Other hotlines echoed the -from 8 a.m. 8 p.m. Pacific Stan- · 
NCIH's sentiments about dard Time, Monday through · 
condoms. An operator at the Friday to answer questions 
National AIDS Hotline said about STDs. 
that its consensus was that For those with questions · 
"next to not having sex.at all, about genital h~rpes, opera-
[condom usage] is the · best - tors are available from 12 
thing for people who are sexu- p.m.-4:30 p.m., Monday-Fri-
ally active." day at the California-based 
Operators are on duty at the Genital Herpes Resource .Cen- · 
NAH (1-800-342-7514) ·24 ter Hotline (415-328-7710.) 
SUMMER SPE.CIALS 
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CALIFORNIA DALLAS COLUMBUS LONDON 
'19~ '158.00 '118.00 '599.00 
- Air,Fares based on Round me travel. Restrictions apply. -
m __ .. ·ans 'Irave{ Inc. *Y~ 
.l..JTY courteous service to UCF students 
9442 E. COLONIAL EAST COLINIAL CENTER 
282-5100 Next to ECOL's GAS 
...._ __ .-...__,__._.. __ _._...._ ____________ .....,. r 
._,_ 
- "Specialists In Cutting Hair" 
: 1349 HOWELL BRANCH RD., WINTER PARK, FL 32789 
(Next to 7-Eleven opposite Greatbodies) 
. (407) 647-4494 
WE CARRY N€~\lS PRODUCTS · 
Adult .............................. $8.00 
Child .......... : ................... $5.00 
Mon.-FrL ....................... 9 to a 
Saturday .............. ~ ........ 9 to 7 
Sunday ................. : ....... 12 to 5 
.• ,,,. 
ADVANCED TRAINED HAIRSTYLISTS 
GUARANTEED 1°10% SATISFACTION 
; ~ 
~. t7 ~ ~ 
FIGHT CELLULITE 
EFFE.CTIVELY 
WITH . .. 0 . 
tV 
.-~ 
,.,:, {Jt1fr0Slifn, 
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces . f-4 
Deep Heat therapy for tlie treat- . H 
ment of cellulite and body con- ~ 
touring~ Call today for your free ~ 
consultation. · . ~ 
$19.95 ~ 
-·~ FIRST TREATMENT 
Call for appointment , 
Need ins.urance for your 
hom~1. car,. life, boat or RV? 
... -~~ ·a..,. • 1 ' 
· I ~e Cal us. (·~::;a-·\ We have the.right coverage 
\ ~~~\e· for all your needs. ~ ~ . I 
Jean Huber 
Jacqueline Bailey 
89 Alafaya Woods Blv4. 
Oviedo, FL 32765 
(305) 366-1189 
Allstate® 
Allstate Insurance Company 
Allstate Life Insurance Company 
Northbrook, Illinois 
· • ,Free pool for the girls all day Sunday 
• Happy Hour 2-7 daily 
(75¢ Drafts $3.50 Pitchers) · 
• Featuring pool, electronic gam~s, 
·pinball 
• ·1ocated just north of Ho~ters 
• Look for our weekly pool tournaments 
..._ .......... ......-_.R-A CK - .'EM UP 
In the Summit Plaza • 1043 Hwy. 436 
Casselberry, FL 32707 • ~60·8~11 
~-----~~--~--~~----------------, 
. . . (Id~")!'~ . . !-
---------· pezzerta 1 . 
12269 University Boulevard (across from U.C.F.) I I 
t.: .... ~ - .... - - - - ~ - - - - - .... --- - - - - - - - - ·- - - - -:.I 
·25°/o OFF-
-Entire Stock of 
Maguire Blvd .. at Colonial Drive - Next To Krystal 
TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK 
. Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way! 
.. . . Where The Sun Always Shines! 
••••••••••••• I Buy 5 Visits· Get 5 Free! I 
= $29.95 = I and become eligible for a I 
I · drawing of 25 lottery tickets I 
- I to be given away on May I 
27th. 
11 Sign up a friend and get 11 . 2 visits free! 
. •. Coupon Expires 6/ll88 •• 
... --------··· TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON (•111')1 nw ,. TOWER PLACE ·- M-F: 8:30-9 P.M .• SAT: 9-5 P.M .• SUN: 12-6 P.M. 
1037-6 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 
.... 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
- II 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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COSTANZO'S 
Italian S p _ e c i a l t i e s 
BEST SUBS IN TOWN 
.ALL-Y-C> LT - C...A...N" - E-..A. 'r 
Friday & Saturday Nights • 5 -:- 9 P .M. 
~ "IE>, A . ~ "Tt;...:lf-~~1 ~"If N· ~"'If~~-~~-~·~· ~----~ 4 _· -&.. .. ~~ -; .. 4.~~.&~--
. EAT IN OR TAKE our 
4034 N. Goldenrod Rd.• Winter Pk., FL 32792 
K-Mart Plaza l'1denrod Rd. & Univ. Blvd.) 
67" -<>~55 
---~------------------------------•:1~;~t~~;:!~~;;;2~;:J 
AIRPLANE 
FROM PAGE 1 
tent, weight capability, and 
actual flight. 
Beginning in November, 
the students developed the 
prototype to Pegasu.s II. 
Through trial and error, they 
created a plane they felt has 
the capability of bringing rec-
ognition to UCF. Funded by 
donations by Martin Marietta, 
Engineering Technology Inc., 
The Hobby Box, and Student 
Government, the plane was 
built 'to contest criteria. 
In order to maximize the 
weight capacity, it was neces-
sary to "maximize the lifting 
surface ... and minimize the 
non-lifting area," according to 
AIAA President Scott Todd. 
-----'----:-::--::------_,....::---------------------f The maximum area they had 
COST CUTTERS®· 
Sun-crest Village 
University Dr. & Dean ·Rd. 
679-6766 
to work with was 1,200 sq. 
inches, . according to contest 
rules. Using this criteria, the 
Pegasus II was equipped with 
an eight-foot wingspan and a 
length of 55 inches. The eight-
foot wingspan, although larger 
than most model planes, was 
needed to lift the amount of 
weight the students hoped to 
achieve at the contest, 20 
pounds. In competition, the 
plane lifted 13.5 pounds. Last 
year's winning plane executed 
a lift ofl 7 .5 pounds . .' 
Professor James Beck, fac-
ulty advisor to AI.AA, said that 
the club did not attempt to test 
how · much the plane could 
carry before the competition, 
as they wanted the plane to be 
in prime condition for the con-
test flight. 
Six students, along with two 
faculty members, traveled to 
Montreal to represent UCF. 
_rhis year was the first year 
that the university has gradu-
ated students with degrees in 
Aerospace ·studies. The AIAA 
hopes the strong showing of 
the Pegasus II. will mean rec-
ognition for the young pro-
gram, as w~ll as for UCF's 
engineering department. 
CROCODILE DUNDEE 11 ·PG 11 :30-1 :45-4:0o-6:3Q-8:45 & 10:55 
Student 
RAMBO 111. R 12:00-2-4-6-8 & 10:00 FRIDAY 13th PAlll' VII • R 
2:15-4:15-6:15-a:l5& 10:15 
COLORS· R 2: 10-4:45-7: 15 & 9:45 _ BEETLEJ~ICE • Pt; 2:~45-7:00 & 9:30 
:11m.111m1r.•1.1r111r.11i:~•,l~i 
AUCTl·ON 
Govern~ent will sponsor . the 
. ' 
Ann:ual Auction of all unclaimed Lost and 
. . 
.. - . .. 
<; • • • 
Found items turned into the kiOsk during 
. -
the past year. Come make a bid ori what 
you might discover. 
Where: Across from 
the S.O.L. 
When: Wednesday, 
June 1st · 
11:00 - 1:00 
'. 
·- .. 
· /,, 1he Central ROrtda Future, May 2s, 19aa · 
·Engineering in"'oves to Whitehouse 
by Ta.mmyThompson 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The recently elected dean of 
the College_ of Engineering at 
i UCF doesn't have far to move 
·. to his new office ... in fact, he 
isn't moving at all. 
Gary Whitehouse, acting 
dean for the past two semes-
ters, was officially appointed 
· as the dean of the College on 
May13: 
Whitehouse replac.ed 
Robert Kersten, founding 
dean of the . college, who re-
signed as dean last year .. Ker-
sten will continue teaching in 
the fall · 
Making the recommenda.., 
tion for the appointment was 
the dean's search committee, 
composed of eight voting fac-
ulfy. members as well as four 
non-votirig representatives. 
The committee began its 
selection process in Septem-
ber, and by early May had 
chosen five applicants to inter- . 
view from a field of 90. 
Whitehouse was finally se-
lected on the basis of commu-
nity involvement, academic 
achievement; and notoriety of 
his leadership in the field of 
·engineering. . 
Also conducting interviews 
was the Dean/Student Advi-~ 
sory Council, a committee ThommWeblt•r/CEMRALR.oRIDAFUTURE 
began by Whitehouse in an 
__ effort to improye communica- _ G_a_rv_ W_.h_itehouse officially became dean of Engineering 
tionbefween students and the cooperation~"Inordertohavea involved with tile· advent of 
administration. The commit- prosperous University, there CEBA III, the proposed engi-
tee did not have a vote iri the must be a great deal of coop- neering research building. 
appointment;. however, they eration from both within and Oneofthecouncil'sfirstrec-
. did supply a recommendation without," he said. ommendations concerned the 
· to the search committee. Whitehouse has also re- many courses that were being 
Although Whitehouse will cently created the Blue Ribbon · "crowded out" by electrical and 
not assume the official posi- AdvisoryCouncil. This council mechanical engineering 
tion until August, he has · al- is compose~ of various mem- cours~s. The council proposed 
ready initiated several pro- bers of Central Florida's in- changes to the curriculum~ 
grams. Under his direction, dustrial community. Members -and ~is a result, the curriculum 
UCF · students are currently of the Blue Ribbon Advisory has become more versatile. to 
, working with engineering stu- Council offer information and the students in all areas of the 
dents·from Embry Riddle Uni- financial support to the Engineering College. White-
versity and Florida Institute University's College . of Engi- house has served as the chair 
of Technology in order to en- neering· in terms of 
. hance inter-univ.ersity curriculum. The Council is also SEE WHITEHOUSE PAGE9 
ATHLETICS 
l)E'PARTMENT 
Positions Available , 
Opportunity to earn unllmlted $$$1 
• 
-~ · 20 People· Needed. 
• 
No Experience Necessaryl 
• 
Evening_ Hours: 5:30 - 9:00 M-F 
• 
On Campus - Summer Work. 
START· NOW! 
Call Elaine@X-2139 - Athletics Department 
between 1 O:OO ~ 12:00 Noon 
Welcom.e Back Students. 
Cunning, Will Power & Imagination. 
Traits of a Role Player. 
Come Join.The Fun! . 
Every Fri~ay Night 
• 
6 PM - 11 PM Phillips Hall - 1st Floor 
PLllNllG:. 
'FOR.'FILL·· ruNDS? 
,_ PHOIE ·I!' 
Now's the time to think about funding-your fall 
semester. Call 1st N ationwi_de Bank today about our 
fast and easy student loan. Once we receiVe your 
completed application, we guarantee you'll get your 
funds on time~ · 
Pius, if y~ti have more than one student loan, 
1st Nationwide Bank will help you consolidate them 
for easy repayment. And with some loans, we offer 
a plan to postpone your accrued interest payments until 
after you leave school. . . 
B~st of all, we make the whole process simple. 
Because·getting an education is complicated enough. 
Phone 1st today. 
1-100~·245-0111 
. .,, 
JST 
NATIONWIDE 
BANK 
A FEDERAL SAVINGS BANK 
We'll 'freat You With Respect, Concern 
And Understanding. But Don't Worry, You'll Get Used To It. 
•Your Financial Aid Administrator will determine your eligibility. Application must be completed within reco~mended time-frame. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
rJ 
• 
,. 
" 
• 
• 
• 
.want A Career In The 
Highest Paying Busin·~ss 
l·n The 
United . States? 
l\lllllll 
FREE DELIVERY 
. . 
-
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SURVEY 
FROM PAGE3 
On the whole; however, 
most men were happy t.o be 
asked. 
"Sure," said a 28-year-old 
engineer from Switzerland. "I 
was scared my first time t.oo!" 
A 40-year-old government 
worker laughed and said, "You 
gotta be kidding." Another 
man offered t.o buy the con-
doms and added: "I wish I had 
bought stock in condoms about 
two years ago. rd be rich." 
The men said that, because 
of social diseases such as 
~DS, condoms are important 
in today's society. They added 
that if a woman was too embar-
rassed to buy them, they didn't 
mind helping her. 
"Sex is not a joke anymore," 
said a 23-year-old tennis 
teacher. "It's better to be safe 
than worry." A physician who 
has bee:µ in practice · for 40 
years volunteered, - saying, 
"Sure I'll buy them. I don't like 
the spread of diseases. Con-
_doms are the only things that 
can save you from that A.IDS 
thing. Youjust don't know who 
has it -you can't see it on your 
face." -
Women, however, were dis-
trustful and tended to get 
embarrassed and angry when 
asked to buy condoms. 
Young women were most 
embarrassed. "I've never 
bought them myself," said a 
1 7-year-old student. "Guys 
are supposed to do that." 
A 16-year-old girl agreed: "I 
would never have the guts to 
buy them for myself. rm sure 
not going to buy them for some-
one else." , 
Older women seemed con-
cerned about the 22-year-old 
student's morals. One of the 
woinen said "She just looked 
too young and if she was old 
enough, she should do it her-
self." · 
One woman lost her temper 
and screamed at the student 
"Y ' ' ou want em, you buy 'em!"
When the interviewer ap-
proached her, s~e yelled, "Now 
what do you want?" The stu-
dents were never able to calm 
her enough to obtain her com-
ments. -
Another woman - told the 
student, "If you want to do that 
sort of thing, it's your business. 
But you'll have to be respon-
sible for your own actions." 
Women 19 to 25 were the 
only ones who tended to help. 
Five of 14 agreed to buy con-
doms. Of the ·five, three 
checked their purses to see if 
they had one to lend. 
The CLAST ... will you pass? 
· Get help with 
Getting Ready for the CLAST 
Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics 
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created 
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where 
you need help and you'll get the help you need. 
~ ·Ask for It at your bookstore. 
;J,;.. H&H Publishing Company, Inc. 
~--··----0. 
& 
10:30 - 2:00 
Monday through Friday ·(Within 3 Miles) 
1¥.1.-~ M-OND-AY·T-HUR-SDA-Y:1-0:30--10:0~0 ·658·-· ·7827 U FRIDAY-SAT RD Y: 10:30 - 1  :0  _ R SUNDAY: 12:00 - 10:00 ~ 11aa1· E. Colonial Dr. FL 3 2 8 2 6 0 r I and o, ( b y F I o r i d a ·c h ':l .i c e ) 
•••••••••• .. ••••••••••·•••••••T••••-•••••••••••••••••••••• :. J(;PI; O' l ' Buy o~e Sub ' ! ~ 1~~-~ o· Buy-Two Subs 
• h ~ / -- · get · 1 ll ~ · I. · . get a 
I t=i ~ c= I ~ c= 
; · ONE FREE!!! • $1.sO Pitcher! 
1 (C!iJITB(C! (Of Equal or Lesser Value) I (CliJiTlD&I ( m u s t b e 2 1 ) 
: ~lU = U Expires 6-8-88 ! ~U ~\1 Expires 6-8-88 . 
·-----------------···········-~······-···-··----~---···· 
·a, The Central Flor1da Future, May 25, 1988 
AND so TO ·eeD Photo Courtesy of Student_ Veterans Association 
The Student Veterans Association recently took second place in th-e Fourth Annual Down-
town Orlando Bed Race, raising $3 .OCXJ to benefit Muscular Dystrophy. Pictured are winning 
racers (L-R) Bill ~cFeely, D~:lVe D_ean, Orlando Vasque~ and alternate Dennis Dougherty. 
BUDGET 
-
FROM PAGE l 
item is Student Center Pro-
gramming, with $161,408 
{11.2); followed by O_ther Capi-
tal Outlay with $1Z7 ,5&6 (9.5); 
Student Government 
1987-88 budget of $1~180,000. Operations, $119,937 (8.3); 
Salaries at $676,955 (47 per- · Utilities, $100,000 (6.9); the 
cent overall) make upo the appropriated reserve, which is 
largest part of the budget. The · used for emergency expendi-
highest amount for .salaries is tures and fixed costs in the 
$278,096 (or 19.3 percent of event of a shortfall in the 
the overall budget) for the budget, $41,594 (2.9); Student 
Student Center, followed by Center Operations, $31,400 
Student Government with (2.2); the Senate Working 
$211,994 (14.7 percent), Rec- Fund, $25,00~ (1.7); the Bre-
reation Services with $120, vard Area Campus, $20,202 
746 (8.4), and Student Legal (1.4); the South Orlando Ai:ea 
Services with $66, 119 (4.6). Campus, $19, 166 (1.3); and 
The next largest budget the Daytona Area Campus-
$16,166 (1.1). 
The -remainder of the 
budget incll!des allocatios for 
the Black Union, the Alpha 
Phi · Omega Book Exchange 
program: the ~spel Choir, the 
'Greek Council, Student Legal 
Services operating expenses, · 
Senate Registration, SG elec-
tions, and Advertising afld 
Office Supplies. 
The overall size ·of the · 
budget was decided by the 
A&sf co~mitte, based upon 
projections of the amount .of 
student A&SF monies that 
SEE BUDGET PAGE 9 
852 LEE ROAD • 1/4 °WEST OF 1-4 
- . 
IJ;EMS WITH If> CAN BE ORDERED TO. GO 
HOURS: SUN-THURS 5-10 P.M. FRI 7 SAT 5-11 P.M. 
WHAT WE DO BEST! 
* Shrimp & ·Cheese Torteliini 9.95 
*Shrimp Pasta 7.85 *Seafood Pasta 6.85 
* Shrimp Scampi 7.95 · 
TRAYS AND BASKETS 
SERVED WITH PARSLEY POTATOES & A UTILE LETIUCE 
*Alaskan King Crab Legs & Claws - Market Price 
~ · *Alaskan Snow Crab 7.95 
*Dungeness Crab Clusters 9. 95 
*Scallops, Deep Fried 5.85 *Fried Clam Strips 3.95 
*Broiled or Fried Grouper Medallions 4.95 
*Soft Shell Crabs, Fried 5.95 *Fried Shrimp 5.85 
Breiled Scallops 7.95 - When in season 
DRAFT BEERS & WINES 
Coors Regular or Light 16 oz .. 95 60 oz. 3 .. 50 
Heineken 16 oz. 1.45 60 qz. 4.95 
INGLENOOK; CHABLIS, BURGENDY & SANGRIA 
Glass .95, 1/2 Carafe l.8S, Carafe 3.50 
WHITE ZINFANDEL & MONDA VI 
Glass 1.95, 1/2 Carafe 3.85, Carafe 7.50 
NO CREDIT CARDS 
r--~----~-----~-~-~-, - . 
.,. 
• 
I ' SAVE 20% . .• 
I On complete pairs of contact lenses or eyeglasses at I 
: 20120 EYECARE CENTER : 
1
1 
· Present this coupon and Student . I 
,.-----~----------------------"' ! Grand ·= · 
. ! Opening I ~ I.D. when your order f I is placed. · I 
I EyeE~ams I 
I . on the premesis I 
I · by an independent I 
I ~~~~~. 
, I Not Valid With Other Offers. 
Expires 611188 I 
I . I L~~~!~!!?1-~"!~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The Night Lives Of ... 
: Two-for-One 11 . I I . 
. 1 .Frozen Yogurt! 1 
I I 
I Our co~l and .creamy soft I 
I · frozen yogurt tastes just like I 
I ice cream ... bu! only has half I .., 
: the calories! And now, in · . . : 11 celebration of our Grand 
= Opening ... two small cones for = 
I - the pric~ of one. Choose frm 
I six to nine flavors daily, such ( 
1
1 
as Chocolate-Cherry, Moca, · I 
1 . Almond-Amaretto, Pecan I 
1 , Praline, Apple Pi~, French- 11 Vanilla, Lemon 
= Custard and more! = . 
i NOW OPEN i. 
= ALAFAYA COMMONS = 
I S ·HOPPING "CENTER - I ~ 
= · (by FIOrida Choice) = 
= 3 8 0 - 5 5 5-4 ® = . I I I Limit 2 with coupon. Expires 6-15-88 I • 
~ ©1988, I Can't Believe It's Yogurt, Inc. . . ·· 6 
~--------------------- __ .,, 
• 
, 
JI 
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of Engineering Mathematics 
and Computer Systems, and 
chair of Industrial Engineer-
ing and Management Systems 
at UCF. He has also served as 
interim chair oflndustrial En-
gineering, as well as interim 
. director of research at the col-
lege before being appointed -as 
acting dean. 
Whitehouse is also noted for 
his publications in the field of 
engineering. 
and his PhD by Arizona State 
U~iversity. 
He has also served as con-
sultant to numerous national 
corporations. He is considered . 
an authority on computer ap-
plications in manufacturing. 
Whitehouse has been · a 
member of the faculty since 
1978. 
UCF Provost Richard Astro 
feels the committee has se-
lected a leader who will "pro-
vide the necessary leadership 
for the college as it moves to 
new levels of quality in the 
months and years ahead." 
This summer, the opp_ortunities at SEA WORLD are better than ever ... and we 
believe they're the best to be found! We'.re seeking friend Ii outgoing indiviauals 
cap?bl_e of makin~ _summer at.Sea World a special time for our many guests. Here, 
you 11 frnd a_n exciting, fast-pac~d atmosphere, great people· and a wide variety 
of ~hall.engrng summer opportunities·that include: , 
Having published three 
books and more than 125 pro-
fessional articles, he is consid-
ered an expert in his field. In -
1986, he was recognized as the 
recipient of the Institute of 
Industrial Engineers"Publica-
tion of the Year Award. He has 
also served as editor of seven 
other publicatio:ns in the engi-
neering field.In addition, 
Whitehouse has coordinated 
over 3,000 students and al-
most 100 faculty ~embers and 
managed $7.5 million llj new 
equipment and $3.5 ·million in 
research funds. 
The faculty and representa-
ti-1es making up the Dean's , 
Search Committee included 
Chair Lee Armstrong of arts 
and sci ences; David Kuhnog 
ofbiology; Jacqueline Smith of 
engineering graduate atudies, 
along with David Cooper, 
Harold Griffith, Vimalkumar 
• Food Services • Caterers· · • Tour Guides 
• Prep Cooks • Merchandise • Entertainment 
. • Ticket Sellers 
• Operations 
When you get your Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) 
from First Independent Trust, it will go further because 
we'll give you more money. As much as $120 more!* 
That's more money for tuition, books or any other · 
educational expense. And you still get our fast, 
dependable service. 
See the Financial Aid Office on your campus to learn 
about your options. Or call our toll-free number and 
we'll send you our Student Loan Information Packet. 
It includes an easy-to-understand booklet that tells you 
about the many forms of financial aid available to 
students. 
At First Independent Trust, we think of you FIRST! 
Whitehouse was awarded 
his undergraduate and master 
degrees by Lehigh University 
r-------~-----• I 
I 
I 
I 
Yes! I want to make my student loan go a little I 
further. Please send me the Student Loan 
Information Packet and application. 
I 
I 
~~~~~~~~_...;..~~· I Name I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~~~~~~~___;.~~~· 
Address I 
~~~~~~~~~---~· City /State Zip I 
Student Loan_ Center P.O. Box 2562 I 
Sacramento, CA 95812 I .. _______ . ______ . 
1-800-141-4778 Exc.887f 
~FIRST INDEPENDENT 
W TRUST COMPANY 
Student Loan Center 
P.O.Box 2562 
Sacramento, CA 95812 
BHed on a $4000 loan guaranteed at 0%, con..,ared to a $4000 loan guaranteed through a fender charging ~ 3% Insurance fee. See your FAO for details. 
. Desai, Yasser Hosni, Harley 
Mylar, and M.J. Soileau from 
the College of Engineering. · 
The non-voting members of 
the search committee were' 
Janet Balanoff, Equal Oppor-
tunity/ Affirmative Action rep-
resentative; ·Edward Neigh-
bor, Academic Affairs repre-
sentative; and Suzanne Swan-
son, student representative. 
BUDGET 
FROM PAGE 8 
will be collected in the 1988-89 
academic year. 
Any A&SF monies collected 
above the amount allocated for 
the original budget, must stay 
in the 'Unallocated Reserve 
fund until appropriated 
through an addendum budget 
bill, which will offi~ially allo-
cate the .money. 
The budgetary process be-
gan in January, when infor-
mation packets on how to 
make a budget request were 
sent to agencies and organiza-
tions. Those agencies and or-
ganizations who wished to 
receive an allocation were re-
quested to complete and re-
turn · to the A&SF committee 
by the last week in January a 
form breaking down their 
budgets by salaries, expendi-
tures and original capital 
outlays-items over $500, 
along with an explanation as 
to how the money from SG 
would be spent. 
After receiving the _budget 
requests, the committee deter-
mined budget allocations and · 
passed ·the budget bill. 
The bill went through a first · 
reading in th~ senate, and 
then was referred to the OAF 
on March 5. · 
The A&SF committee "took 
a block ofclay and they shaped . 
it. OAF is going around and 
smoothing it," explained 
Schmidt. 
"There will be very little left 
for the senate to do [when the 
budget i~ passed out of the 
OAF]," he continued,"other 
than to just look at it say 'we 
can· pass it out'." 
Schmidt said the budget 
would be passed and signed 
into law by the second week in 
June. 
The '88-89 budget is a line 
item budget; Schmidt called 
the line item budget"a much 
needed item" that will allow 
Student Government to keep 
better track of how its money 
is being spent. Wendrzyk said 
"the budget would let the Sen-
ate know 'down to the line 
item' how much its spending." 
0 . . . . ' . ' .. . ~ . . pllllOil••J1•111•111111cm:::.,•••••a.111,1•CB1fl'1lB••'*Bl 
Fast talking lawYers. 
are making a joke 
of legal system 
Justice (jus 'tis) n. reward or penalty as deserved, 
the administration of law. 
. ' 
In the State of Florida, the law reads that any per-
son convicted of first degree murder may suffer the 
penalty of death. The Supreme Court has upheld 
Florida's death penalty as constitutional.· So what 
seems to be the problem in carrying out Florida's con-
stitutionally upheld death penalty? 
The probleni obviously comes from people whom 
we call attorneys. The people who have taken an oath 
to uphold the laws of our society. People that invented 
small print and reading in between the lines in order 
to satisfy their ov·erly-inflated egos. We now tum to 
Florida's most recent case of injustice. -
Gerald Stano, 36, is a convicted serial killer, 
having confessed to the murders of 41 innocent citi-
zens over a 15 year period in three states. His most 
recent appeal concerns the stabbing deaths of Susan 
Bickrest, 24, and Cathy Muldoon, 23, both Volusia 
county cocktail waitresses. Stano confessed to these 
murders in March of 1983. You read correctly, he 
confe.ssed and then showed the police where the 
bodies were located. 
This was Stano's fourth death warrant. As in the 
three previous appeals, the infinite wisdom of the 
11th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Atlanta saw fit 
to issue a stay of execution after numerous other 
judges upheld the execution. · 
_The· basis for the stay is hard to swallow. Even 
Stano's attorney does not dispute that his client is 
guilty of the murders. The appeal centered around 
whether Stano had waived his right to counsel when 
he admitted his guilt in the courtroom. How can a 
person waive their right to counsel when .he was 
represented by .counsel during presenteneing argu-
ments? · 
This case is fast taking· on the same type of appeal 
route that Ted Bundy is using in order to stay out of 
"Old Sparky." Appeals are being filed not to prove.a 
.man innocent of his crimes, but in order to spit in the 
face of Florida's legal system. . 
Legislation should be introduced on federal and 
state levels putting a limit on how many appeals a 
convicted felon should be allowed. Since a person 
sentenced to deatli is given an automatic appeal only 
issues filed in this appeal should be allowed i~ the 
courtroom. AIJ other issues that are being invented 
by the defense should not be allowed unless first 
approved by a panel of legal experts. 
So is justice being carried ou,t in Florida? 
Absolutely no~. We need to revise the appeal system 
that is now being used. If new evidence is not pre-
sented to the court that will prove a man innocent, the 
appeal should automatically be denied. Remember, 
Florida law states that a man should die for his 
crimes. Justice should not be delayed because some 
attorney wants to make a name for him/herself by 
keeping a gµilty murderer out the state's electric 
chair. 
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Do '/oU, 
MrcHAEL. DUIV\KIS, TAKE 
THIS WoMAN ... ? 
ll1•tll 
The problem with the current group of politicians 
seeking a lease in the White House is that there is not 
a leade:r among them. Surely these men, directed as 
~hey are by myriads of media advisors and make-up 
men, are not the intelle~ts and free spirits to guide us 
through these fudging times. 
Where are. the Modem Heroes, the men and 
women we read about and admired as children? We 
.need new dreams and new dreamers tonight. 
As we have seen in the past few decades, without 
quality leadership in the White House,-the echos of 
economic, moral, and spiritual instability reverber-
ate from the capitals and the envi~ons to the back 
streets of our cities. The beast of this instability is 
seen in the words of Dukakis and Bush and the rest. 
The cotintry can not stand it for long. 
Looking into the void of the presidential hopefuls, 
we see the career followers, the left and right wing 
preachers, the ambitious lawyers (whose own ambi-
tions come first), and the second rate con-men. Per-
haps these older men do not see the world the way 
younger people do - that the world is heading for 
doom and needs changes. 
-The old Right ages in the White House, with all the 
men from the Right content to succumb to premature 
arteriosclerosis. But the ,New Left offers nothing 
better. Michael Dukakis cannot lead tJie free world. 
He should rethrn to the wide lawns and white porche8-
of his home state. 
Jesse Jackson is a phenomenal speaker and he 
looks good; he reminds one of the liberal compassion 
of the 60's - of John and Robert Kennedy and Martin 
Luther King - and yet his philosophy is founded on 
the precarious rocks of theory and drastically weak~ 
ening the defense of our country. 
The old cowboy, Ronald Reagan, has fought his 
fight and finished his course, and now is ready to ride 
west into the sunset. He leaves a formidable shadow 
across the landscape of the Right. · George Bush 
cannot step out from this shadow. Let's face it- he 
couldn't lead a Boy Scout troop without a compass. 
Bush has been a part of a corrupt, immoral, and 
illegal administration - on·e that makes Nixon and 
his men look as shiny as white pawns on a chess 
board. If Reagan and Bush are not, mentally speak~ 
ing, slower than molasses, they are not much faster 
than it. They call themselves Christian leaders-and· 
in their hearts they may be sincere Christians - and 
yet they don't seem to realize that, by Christian 
doctrine, when others starve our own 'food should 
turn to rust in our mouths. . 
John-F.· Kennedy, in his inau,gural address, spoke 
of a "torch of freedom" being passed to ·a new genera-
tion of Americans. We are. that new generation. 
Kennedy's torch would bum for all and 'would illumi-
nate a new country where God was 'seen in the 
individual, and . where every man and woman was 
granted hi~ inherent rights. 
The torch has been dropped 8Jld trodden over in 
the past two and a half decades. In this current 
political season, it has fluttered and gasped in the 
winds of conformity and cowardice. 
• ANARCHY IN THE UK 
Editor: . / 
In the ·1a_st few months I have 
read two articles printed in The 
Central Florida Future concerning 
the International Student Office 
at UCF, one of which complained 
about the above office .. I, therefore, 
feel compelled to add my feelings 
about the matter. 
Editor: mathematics work and why cer-
1 was infuriated when I read the ta.in earlier teaching methods 
arti~le by Charles Martin concern- don't work. Isn't that teaching? 
ing Dr. Marty Hopkins and Ms. Isn't tliat our future goal as edu-
Elizabeth Woolsey. My anger and cators, tQ expand ap.d grow by 
frustration lie mainly with the learning new teaching methods? 
slanted reporting on the part of Haven't we, as ed:ucation majors, 
Martin. . learned. a great deal of Bloom's 
I am from Great Britain and 
have attending UCF siI).ce Fall of 
1987. I have met and talked over 
the phone with Dr. Hoan several 
times who I folind to be very help-
ful, ple~sant and caring. Dr. Hoan 
certainly seems to be on top of all 
the affairs that concern him and 
his office. 
Name withheld by request 
• CLASS-IC CONFUSION 
J.?uring the fall of 1987, I was ·taxonomy and going beyond the . 
talring one of the classes being of- knowledge level? Shouldn't we be 
fered in MAE 3112 in Brevard with prepared to do this ourselves 
Dr. Hopkins. Hopkins, who always before expecting this from our 
carries 'herself -in a professional future students? This was Dr. 
manner, treated us as competent Hopltjn's intent and her students 
individuals. The goal of the class were aware of of this from the 
was to teach techniques appropri- beginning of the semester. ~ 
ate for the elementary school Hopkins is serious about her pro-
teacher. If-one is not capable ac- fession and, above all, realizes the 
quiring these skills, I certainly nee~s of today's child in mathe-
would not ~ant ~hem in a class- matics. She is extremely consis-
room teachmg children.- · tent and generously offered help 
Dr. Hop~ins tau,ght us in a to any of those who requested it. 
man~er which was new ~d chal- Mr. Martin, your · article was 
len~g. We were contmually one-sided and degrading to all of 
le~g about why the rules of those involved. What the article 
. ' 
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cAMPus LITE · 
· . $omewher. in the expansive 
vistas of outer space, a rogue radio 
signal from Earth, circa 1968, reaches 
a small space ship ... 
Loe.< MA' ANoiMEfl ufr.V£R~l1Y 
lUQHEP "4E1>0WN-WW.-r WILL 
I l>O? 
IHE ~fAD€R5 Of THE fRff \l'ORLV 
Hopkins by such unprofes-
sional and unsubstantiated re-
porting. 
· Allison J; Traxler 
Elementary Education 
did not state wa.s that Woolsey 
started her petition right be:-
for.e our final examination. 
Those of us who felt Woolsey's 
accusations were ludicrous 
and extremely uncalled for 
wereJeft in a very uncomfort-
able position. In fact, there • THE DEVIL'S RADIO 
were many students, includ-
ing myself, who signed a . Editor: 
coun~r-petitionin favorof~r. , In response to your May 11 
~opkms. As for ~yself, J:>emg editorial about WUCF-FM, 
m my late twenties, taking a jazz music is an important 
!nll load of cou~ses, and work- American art form. Jazz is 
mg, I fo~d this course ~ be ·capable of stimulating strong 
challen~ng. ~ut, as a future feelings, niflniiig the the full 
profess.1onal m the fl.el~ of gamut of human emotions. 
education, I accepted it ' Classical music also has its 
worked h~~d and earned my adherents, myselfinCiuded. It 
grade,asdidmanyofmyfellow is the cornerstone of current-
stude~ts._ . . . . day music theory. Both jazz 
. tion? c ·an't you listen to other 
stations that play rock music 
in such abundance? 
As a faculty member who 
enjoys all the jazz and classical 
music programming on 
WUCF,. I must congratulate 
the station on being able to 
attract excellent talent to host 
its various programs. The stu-
dent annoucers are among the 
finest I have heard, and many 
are very knowledgeable about 
the music that they play. We 
have a lot to be proud of in this 
outstanding station that is 
operating on a modest budget . . 
. !loss Mc<;luney 
Florida Solar Energy Center 
• RADIO WAVES 
. In addi?on,, the implication and classical music are impor-
m t~e article that the ~ase of tant and deserve to be aired · curncu~um sho~d b~ directly prominently in the Central Editor: 
p;op?rt1onal to start~ng sala- Florida listening area. I take my hat off to the May ~es is a_bsurd. Sta~mg_ sa~a- While WMFE-FM·doesplay 11 article entitled "Radio Free 
totall dia-: t UCF." It's about time someone nes are a . . . Y ueren . is- classical music almost exclu-
sue. ~eachmg is a profess1oi:i, sively, J·azz can be found in stepped forward and ques-
t b As h th 1 tioned the current format at no a Jo : . sue ' es~ a1?' 1s . abundance nowhere else in 
not mdicabve of dedic~tion Central Florida than on WUCF. In my estimation, this ~ndeffort. Togaugeyourmput WUCF. The WUCF jazz pro- university is here to meet th~ 
mto a course by the m~netary grams-are a treasure-house of needs of its students. There is 
. ~ei:iefits you hop~ to gam from really great music! It is be- . . no way the current format is 
it is very unf?.ttm~ of fut~e cause ofUCFsjazz policy that meeting these needs. The 
educator. ~am this co~rse is 1 and many others have sent - 18,000 students that encom-
a prereqws1~ for ou~ mtem. checks to WUCF in support of pass UCF cannot possibly be Anyo~e looking ~or a cut an.d the planned increase of trans- staisfied with · the music-
paste course will no~ ~nd it mitt.er power. WUCF is broadcasting. 
here'. ~~her, those willing to WUCF-FM is an important The .Univer.sity of Central 
v.:orlC diligently,. those truly community resource, .. sup- Florida sells itself as beingthe 
smcere about bemg educated ported by tax dollars from citi- up and coming school in the 
th I b ~ th 11 state . How can it possibly emse ves e1ore ey. a ow zensalloverthestate. Without 
themselves to teach children, UCFsjazz we would be essen- make such a claim by broad-
can. find the skills t~ey need tially without this form of casting music that keeps them 
th D M rt H k in the dark ages. If the admini-WI r. a Y- op ms. music on the radio in Central 
These w~rds and thoughts Florida. stration wishes to compete 
are my own and. I do not speak From my experience in with other schools in the state, 
for any ~thers mvolved. All I trying to find good music on it must portray an image that 
C!1fl say is the .futll!'e r~puta- both AM and FM statiops in is both positive and contempo-
tion of education . h~s m ?ur this area, you should have no rary. 
hands. How awful it is to ~lunk problem finding the kind .. of Being familiar with many of t~at ~os? who read this ar- music you enjoy on other sta- the students that help operate 
ticle wi~l Judge the College of tions in the area. Why is it so . WUCF, I hear even they are 
Education an. d a wonderful important to you to take away disgruntled about the present ~ l k D M t format. They take great pride pro essor 1 e r. ar Y from our only decent jazz sta- in their live broadcast of UCF 
••• SO, SENr:> )t:)UR CHILD 'iO FTCJ. 
11'J >. GROOOVY. OHIVE~Slr"I 
FOR &ROOOV.Y 
S10D£~ • . 
-
PUZZLE 
.SOLUTl.ON 
sports and the air time "Nite special programs like "Per-
Rock," but the remainder of spectives on Clinical Psychol- . 
the music selection is quite a ogy" and "Interfaith Dia~ogue" 
disappointment. . can only exist on college radio,· 
I may be speaking clearly which is free from pressures or 
for myself, but I think it is time biases of commercial sponsors. 
someone asked the 18,000-tui- College radio should be chal-
tion-pa)ring students what lenging and informative, giv-
they want to hear. The Univer- ing exposure to groups· which 
sity of Central Florida is would not normally have a 
quickly establishing itself as a . chance to be he_ard. I would 
power amongst our~ state suggest reducing the pr~sent 
univerisities. Lte's keep it that eleven hours of classical music 
way. per day to allow more room for 
pmgressive and alternative 
William Warrem ill rock music, which by the way 
College of ~usiness never gets enoug~ respect on 
the commercial radio stations. 
• FORMATWOES 
Editor: 
The following is written in re-
sponse to your May 11, -edito-
rial about the state of WUCF 
radio. 
I agree that WUCF has suf-
fered over the years of poor 
listnership because the format 
is not oriented to the students' 
interest. But I must point out 
that the station is run by stu-
dents; the.problem is that they 
have no say in what the format 
will be. 
, As a long-time listener, I can 
accurately state that WUCF is 
an excellent training ground 
for student broadcasters, They 
always sound very profes~ 
sional on every program, with 
few problems. But I must 
agree with you that they be 
very well-prepared· for jobs in 
classical or jazz but have little 
experience in broadcasting 
rock and roll, which is one of 
the largest, if not the largest, 
industry for broadcasters. 
As a staunch fan of progres-
sive music, I also agree that 
Nite Rock is very popular and 
I believe should be expanded 
at least to 9p.m.- 3 a.m., but 
not at the cost of shows like the 
"Philosophy . Forum." These 
I have discussed with 
WUCF's station manager, 
· Peter Carroll, about the ex-
pansion of Nite Rock and the 
orientation of the format to-
ward the students. He stated 
that WUCF is a 'Community -
. oriented, not a college-ori-
ented station. It it is a commu-
nity station, then why don't 
they advertise and promote 
the station to the public?At 
present, their · advertising 
budget is zero. the station also 
has never had· a comprehen-
sive survey of their audience. 
They don't know who they are 
playing for? Understandably, 
Mr. Carroll will stand by the 
. present format U;Dtil the ·ad-
ministration changes its policy 
on the station. . 
In a conversation with Dr. 
Colburn (who does, by the way, 
have final say on any major 
format change) I explained my 
suggestion · for orienting 
WUCF toward the students. 
He understood my reasoning 
and agreed that some changes 
· could be ·made, but did not 
specify what he would do. 
Samuel M. Coniglio IV 
English 
/ 
UCF Tae Kwan Do Karate Club Is offering 
beglnr.:ng Classes for summer. Free In-
struction. MTR nights on campus. Learn 
Karate for sport, art. & self defense. Call 
Dean 0 352-7859. 
It's WATERSKITIMEllllll 
To get In on the fun and challenge join 
wateisld club 277-9075 (Dave) 
Roommate wanted own room In fully furn. 
house In Winter Pk. $200 + l /3 utlHtles caU 
647-0466 
Roommate wanted$ i 85 month 281-4251. 
OVIEDO. 2 bdrm 2 bath, QUIET AREA. 
SPACIOUS. Appllances GARAGE. CALL 
WATSON REALTY today 629-6643 
MOVE IN SPECIAL 
Beautiful 2b-2bth apartments at Forest 
Highlands Apt. Call 282-5657 for more 
Information. 
Large 2bed/2bath apartment. Washer/ 
dryer. c/h/a. dishwasher, patio. 425/ 
mon. CALL COLLECT 904-735-2185 
Roomy 2/2 duplex Sm from UCF. 
GARAGE. Appliances. PRIVATE PATIO. 
Large kitchen. QUIET neighborhood. 
Nice yard with TREES! Kids OK. $500 . 
CALL 365-3431 (eve) or 629-0753 (day) 
Furnished room NEW PRIVATE home air 
conditioned cefflng fan $60 week 3 mlles 
from UCF. CALL 366-6325. 
Wowll CommRCfore 64 computer/tape 
dr/Dlsk drive/color printer for sale. In-
cludes geos op ~. mouse. and a lot of 
software. $350. Call Jay 260-2390. 
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1.00 
CU repair) BUY Properties for 
back TAXES! Info. REPO Lisftngs 
1-618-459-3546 Ext 1;13364B 24hrs. 
FOR SALE FOR SALE FOR SALE 
Do yourself and your chlld a favor by 
purchasing for him/her their own place 
to llve while attending UCF. Up to 4 2 
bedroom 2 bathroom townhouses for 
sale less than l mile from UCF campus. 
$43,300 each. Contact Frlts van Solkema 
407-657-7117. Hightower & As&x:. Inc 
Realtors 
---Outstanding lrwestment---
IBM PC software, only $5.00 Eachlll Over 
1200 programs to choose from. All 
categories Including: Business. Word 
Processors, Spreadsheets; Math, 
Educational. Garnes. Accounting CAD. 
Data Base. Communications. you name 
ltl Located near university. Ask for free 
catalog. Cali 282-8213 
BEAUTIFUL townhouse l ,,;le from UCF 2 
br, 2 1 f2 baths all appliances. micro-
wave, drapes. only $45.(XX) 295-6781 
Yamaha Seca.400 1982 Great condition 
only 6500 mlles Red and Chrome 2 free 
Helmets only $900 Price Is negotiable 
call 282-6774 anytime: 
1980 Datsun 280Z 2+2 5 spd air cassette 
pwr windows gray/red good condition 
$3300 phone 365-6852. 
College hgts 3br. lba- 5 miles to UCF 
seller motivated $51.900 277-7418. 
5 1/2 mo. old chow/gldn retr. w/pet 
papers. Very loveable. Needs roomy 
home. 679-4788. 
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4 X 4's Seized 
In drug raids for under $100.00? Call for 
fac;;ls today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 949 
Students needed to clean homes. Hour.; 
1o flt schedule. Call 699-1636. 
$10- $660 weekly/up malling clrcularsl 
Rush self-addressed stamped envelope: 
Dept. AN - 7CC - HN2. 256 S. Robertson. 
Beverly Hiiis CA 90211 . 
·HIRING! Government jobs-your area. 
$15.(XX)68.CXXJ. Call (602) 838-8885. Ext. 
5780 
ATTENTION: EXCELLENT INCOME 
FOR HOME ASSEMBLY WORK. INFO. 
CALL 504-646-1700 Dept. P307 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meets every Wed 12:00 
Brown Bag lunch 
Call 281-5841 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING 
•One mile from UCF Campus• 
All types ofstudentdocuments. Same day 
service available. IBM letter quality word 
processing. 
Fast • Professional •Accurate 
WORDMASfERS 277-9600 
Reasonable and fast typing service call 
Nan~ at 679-4006 rush jobs. 
Research/T echnlcal Writing Papers. re-
ports & resumes typed. $2.00 page 
double-spaced/$3.00 single ($6.00 mini-
mum -footnotes extra). Call Patsy Hunt 
295-8555 day or night. 
PROFESSIONAL WP $1/PG 695-6146 
TYPING. Experienced: term papers. 
theses, resumes. etc. 1 ml from UCF Rea-
sonable. 365-3870 after 6pm. 
Resumes and cover letters 
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0J79. 
Come To The Wellness Center 
To Discover The Benefits Of 
PRESENTED BY THE 
UCF STUDENT HEAL TH 
& WELLNESS CENTER 
Professional Word Processing 
*Student Discount* 
Documents of- any kind 
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE 
657-7724 (call for an appt.) 
Winter Park-lmmed. off 1-4 
*Do n on an Apple!* 
Word processing & spelicheck for any 
type of paper, letter. report, or resume. 
Please call John at 299-6473 & leave · 
message. Prices start at $2.00 a page. 
FAST TYPING SERVICE 
Quick professional service free revisions 
UCF's oldest typing firm same day and 
weekend service VISA MASTERCARD 
Over 18300 satisfied students and 4 
grouches. 
MATH SRJDENTS DON'T WAITTOO LATE! 
ANY MATH COURSE MINI MESTER = ·s· 
CALL RANDY 327-2737 or774-01131111 
Young female type person with good 
smlle and at least half a brain. Aspiring 
male typewriter desperately needs 
advice. lnsplratiop. and friendship. 
P.S. 
I am not ugly. fat. or sex crazed! 
281-5841 
FACTS ABOUT 
• Promotes weight loss by creating 
a feeling of fullness; high-fiber foods 
displace concentrated fats a_nd 
sweets, with their calories from the 
diet 
• Attracts water into the digestive 
tract, thus softening the stools; this 
prevents constipation and relieves 
the intestinal pressure . that would 
lead to hemmorrhoids. 
• Keeps the intestinal contents 
moving; prevents bacterial infection 
of the appendix (appendicitis). 
• Stimulates the muscles of the 
digestive tract so that they retain their 
health and tone; this prevents diver-
ticulosis, in which the intestinal 
walls become weak and bulge out in 
places. · 
A.A. MEETING - (closed) 
_ Wednesday at noon in H.R.C. 
classroom. Bring bag lunch. 
BACCHUSMeeingJune 1st@ 10-
11 A.M. in the Wellness Center. 
Come and bring your thoughts. 
S.O.S. (Stop_Our Smok-
ing) Meets Thursdays· at 1 
P.M. in the H.R.C. Let -us 
help you kick the habit! 
S.T.A.R.R.S. (Slim, Trim & Really 
Super Students) Tuesdays at 9 A.M. in 
H. R. C. - Learn better eating habits. 
S.W.A.T. Thursdays at 2 P.M. in H.R.C. 
Come and get involved in wellness planning! 
-
By Karen Wedner 
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f.'lot for the.weepy, 'Willow' has magic 
• -·":"'"m:"""""!i~ 
The youthful here of Lucasfilm's latest epi~, Willow (Warwick Davis) listens to the advice of 
the High Aldwin (~illy Barty) in MGM's 'Willow,' now playing in theatres. George Lucas 
served as executive producer an·d principle writer on the film, with Ron Howard directing. 
by Logan Belle 
· CENTRAL FLOR!DA FUTURE 
Based on an original story 
by George Lucas, the film stars 
Val Kilmer as the reckless 
swordsman · Madmartigan, 
Joanne Whalley as Sorsha, the 
Movies are magic. Willow is daughter of the eyil Queen 
magical. Bavmorda played . by Jean 
George Lucas, the creator of Mars;h, and Warwick Davis, 
the Star Wars saga, and Ron whom you might remember as 
Howard, the director Of one of the Ewoks from Return 
Cocoon and Splash, team up to of the Jedi, as Willow. The film 
bring to the screen an epic also features a guest appear-
adventure of magic and myth. . ance by Billy Barty as the local 
Willow is the story of a wizard. 
young man named Willow Lucas, who worked as ex-
Ufgood (played by Warwick ecutive producer of the film, 
.Davisr who is thrown into a • said that the story had been in 
struggle between the forces of his mind for quite some time. 
good and evil. "It evolved out of some of the 
The story sounds a bit cli- things I was. doing on Star 
ched, but rest assured that Wars. and my.interest in fan-
there is little that is mundane tasy at that point." 
about this movie. Set in a fan- . Even though the film takes 
tasy realm, the film does not place in a fantasy realm, 
depend upon magic, special Howard feels that the film is 
effects or the actual mythical more about human emotions. 
location. The story actually "It is a film of very unlikely 
uses people as its focus. The heroes and their efforts - both 
· feelings of fr.iendship and successful and-unsuccessful -
commitment are prevalent in 
this film, and that is what will 
make. this a success. · SEE WILLOW PAGE 15 
Updike going downhill with newest noVel 
~ ~ . . 
by Thomas McGauley 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
John Updike, unlike wine, 
does not improve with age. He 
burst upon the literary scene 
in the Fifties, first as a re-
porter with the New Yorker, 
where his youth and dexterity 
with the language caused a 
stir, and then with a handful of 
novels that led the critics of the 
times to hail him as the heir to 
the abdicated Fitzgerald-
Hemmgway-Faulkner throne. 
But in his latest novel, S. , 
Updike fails to live up to his 
reputation as America's best 
writer. 
S. is told in the form of let-
ters written by the daffy Sarah 
Worth. She writes to her hus-
band, daughter, ~other, 
shrink, an.d others. Her signa-
ture of these letters, S., gives 
the novel its title. 
In the opening letter, 
Sarah is flying westward, run-
ning away from her life and 
from all she knows. She is 
writing to her husband, telling 
him ofhow she has felt trapped 
for the past 20 years, of how 
she is tired of being the good 
wife, playing tennis and drink-
ing cocktails. She tells him she 
needs to run away to find her-
self in love, new love. 
She then proceeds to enter a 
religious cult in the deserts of 
the west that she has heard 
· about back east. What starts 
as a nbvel about the search for 
self-love and acceptance turns . 
into a chant against miHtant 
religious cults that wear 
· dresses and shake tambou-
rines at their god passing in a 
Rolls Royce, and that now and 
then appear on the evening 
news. 
Of course the leader of the 
cult becomes so interested in 
Sarah's spirituality that he 
wants to see her in his bed-
room as God originally made . 
her. Updike begins to inveigh 
against the religious con men-
whether in suits or shawls -
who shout peace from their 
lips and whisper money and 
lust from their hearts. 
He does a good job of it, too. 
Updike is a fine, lucid writer, 
and this is fine, lucid prose, 
and also a pretty good story. 
The argument here is that world, the New Yorker. Then 
·Updike should be writing nov- came the novels. There is little 
els that will last a hundred discontent in his iife and little 
years, rather than stories proof ofhis talent in this novel. 
which make no inore wake · Maybe you can't write a 
than a passing boat, and which great novel about discontent 
momentarily jiggle your own unless you've been discon-
boat. He is one of the most tented - maybe, as the jazz 
talented post-war writers~ and men say, you can't spit it out 
should be writing his · own your horn unless you've lived 
Catcher in the Rye, his-own On it. 
the Road. . Ifyou'veneverread Updike, 
Perhaps the reason Updike youshouldn'tstartwithS. G<> 
iswritinganovellikeS. is that back to his Rabbit trilogy, his 
his own life_ has been so easy. short stories, or his stories on 
His own childhood, as he de- Henry Bech. 
scribes it, was idyllic. This book hides the wonder-
He graduated top of his ful talent, as frustrating as 
class from Harvard, went to when you want to sneeze and 
Oxford on a scholarship, and can't, and a beautiful .sensa-' 
was hired by the most prestig- tion passes just under your 
ious literary magazine in the nose. 
Author John Updike doesn't measure up with 'S' 
-14, The Central Florida Fuf\.re, May 25, i 988 
Tae Kwon Do club gets its kicks turning the other cheek 
UCF group snatches pebbles of Eastern insight from Western palms to discipline bodies, minds 
IM.llt JQrg_tilMll/~ENTRAL Fl.OIIDA FUTURE 
UCF's-Dean Fresonke gets .a kick from Kevin Voyles 
by Thomas McGouley 
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Amid the blaring headlihes of murder and lechery, 
ofrevolution and terrorism, it is easy to be afraid. It 
is perhaps a contradiction that as a counterbalance to 
this violence, a club exists on campus which is 
founded in the old Eastern philosophies of peace and 
harmony, and yet prepares one to deal with the 
realities of modem times. 
The UCFMoo Duk Kwan-Tae Kwan Do Club is a 
group of people using ancient philosophies and 
modem preparations to make a safe place for them-
selves in the violent clash of this world. 
Tae Kwan Do, a form of karate, translates as The 
Way ofthe Fist and Feet. For people that travel this 
way, it is indeed a beautiful and even artistic journey. 
Dean Fresanke, a first-degree black belt and one of 
the founders of Moo Duk Kwan,_ moves across the 
floor as graceful as moonshine, flicking his foot above 
his head in a full-charged flash ofbeauty and art, and 
throwing his arms about so quickly that a beginner 
wonders how he doesn't get tangled in himself. 
Fresanke is an intense young man. "This sport, 
this art, isn't about violence. Most people w~t to 
learn to fight- to protect themselves. They get into it 
·for s~lf-def.ense, but it goes beyond that. The most 
important aspect of the art is self-discipline. It 
teaches· you the discipline to control the mind." 
"Tae Kwan Do gives you the self confidence and the 
ability to get out of trouble. Most fighting is a clash 
of egos," he says. "If you're fulfilled with yourself, 
with who you are, you don't need to fight for your ego. 
You can tum and walk aw~y." The UCF Moo Duk 
Kwan is a part of a statewide network. It started at 
the University of Florida and has spread tO many 
other schools. Tournaments are held once a month. 
At the end of every semester, each student is tested 
before a board ofblack belts to see ifhe or she is ready 
to mov.:e to the next belt. The belts are white, yellow, 
green, purple, brown, ·and black, respectively. The 
black belt has 10 degrees. The belt system is not a 
reflection of the tradition of the East; it is Western in 
origin. In the East of old, all students wore white 
belts, and after years of training and throwing and 
being thrown around, the belt was stained with 
sweat, and the deeper the stain, the higher the belt. 
The three black belts on this campus all speak 
emphatically ofTae Kwan Do being as much art as 
sport. "It's freedom," Fresanke says. "It's a cleansing 
of your 'mind. You concentrate so hard you can't 
worry about your problems. It's like meditation." 
In the television .series "Kung Fu," the young 
student Cain, who uses his art to find peace, is told 
that when he can snatch the pebbles from his 
master's hand,, it will be time for him to leave the 
sanctuary. It is somehow ironic that "sanctuary" is 
exactly what most Westerners are looking for. 
ACCIDENT? POINTS? D.U.I.? 
Where LOW MONTHLY AUTO PAYMENTS DOES 
NOT MEAN . SUBSTANDARD AUTO COVERAGE! 
(Located in the American Bank Building 5401 S. Kirklnan Rd.) 
STU.DENT 
. . 
.-LEGAL SERVICES 
Student Legal Services provides 
studentswith an assistance in se- _6d. 
lected 81"6asJoflaw such as landlord/ 
tenant, consumer, non-criminal . 
traffic and uncontested dissolu-
tions. You can receive attorney 
consultation and ·representation 
free of charge to qUalified stu-
dents. Call 275-2538 or stop by SC 
210 for more information or an ap-
pointment. 
Problems With? 
•Landlords? 
• lnsUI1lllC0? 
•Contracts? 
•Police? 
.Need? 
. •AWilL? 
• Name 'Cpange? 
- • Uncontested 
·1RIRB~ 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM 
Roadway Systein Package • 18 
accepting appliGation.s for part- . 
ti~e loaders and unloaders. Excel-
lent pay - $7.00 per hoUr starting. 
WORK SHIFTS AVAILABLE: 
Monday • Friday 
7:00 P.M. • 11:00 A.M. 
ll:OO P.M. • 7:00 A.M. 
3:00 A..M. • 7:00 A.M. 
Applications may be filled ~nit and left at the Career 
Resource Center, Administration Building, Room °124. 
Or phone 
197-3713 
I ' 
• 
" 
" , 
,, , 
• 
• 
SUMMER JOBS , 
Doormen 
Waitresses 
Retail Sales Clerks 
Black Jack Dealers 
Day Servers · 
Deli Sandwich Maker 
Drivers 
Dishwashers 
Join the "Good Time Gang" 
Apply Church Street Station Train 
Car M-F 9-6 
or 
• Ring 422-2434 • 
From the $50s! 
.. , . 
Say "Goodbye': tO Landlords! 
Why pay rent when you can own 
your home now? A River's-Edge 
villa or Townhome can be .yours for 
about the same as you now pay in 
r~nt. That means you can enjoy tax 
advantages and other benefits of 
ownership today! 
Located near UCF on East Colonial· 
drive, these 2-bedroom homes are 
situated on a riverfront forest along 
the Little Econlockhatchee River 
and feature: 
• Roomy floor plans 
• Vaulted ceilings 
• Modern appliances 
,,, 
• Nature/jogging river trail 
• Community pool 
• AND MOR~! 
Catalilla Hoines 
Building Qm . 
SIJ\ICE · 19.56 
·· G) -
a-_ et:1 CGC-0248lf; 
Say goodbye to your landlord. Say . 
hello to home ownership at River's 
Edge from Catalina Homes. · 
281-7584 
MODELS OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 
10:30 A.M. -,7:00 P.M. 
SUN., 12:00 • 6:00. P.M. 
3% BROKER CO-OP AT 
ALL COMMUNITIES! 
ALOMAAVE. 
HWY.SO 
to---~-~--W-E_fil_EX_P-. -- -----~ 
~ CURRY FORD RD. 
~ 
:::c (.) 
BEE LINE EXP: 
* 
On E. Colonial Dr. (Hwy. 50), one block 
east of Econlockhatchee Rd. 
. I 
•Principle and interest onbly. Based on sale price of $57,800. 10% down, $52,800 mortgage amount. Interest rate 7112 %. 
9.286% APR. First-year A.R.M., 13112% cap. (Interest rates subject to change based upon market conditions.) 
... 
WILLOW 
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does start off a little slo-w, but 
the pace quickens and soon the 
viewer is caught up in the flow 
of the. story. 
learning to trust themselves, 
follow their hearts and do 
what they believe is right." 
This is a film for all ages. 
The story is simple enough so 
that a young person could 
unders~and it, yet not so 
simple that it would insult the 
average ~dult. It has some-
thingfor ev~ryone. Treat your-
self to a little magic. 
Willow is a delight t9 watch. 
It has all the elements of a 
fantasy/adventure film. There 
are plenty of action scenes to 
keep you busy. Admittedly, it 
, If ,you don't keep 
his name alive, who will? 
An invitation to place the name of a 
• member of your family who immigrated 
to America in the only national museum 
.created to honor them. 
- Here is a unique opportunity to present your 
family with a gift that will be meaningful for gener· 
ations to come. When you make a $100 contribu-
tion to restore Ellis Island, the name you desig.:. 
nate will be permanently placed on the American 
. Immigrant Wall-of Honor at the Ellis Island Immi-
_gration Museum. And you'll receive an official 
Cert~cate of Registration. To obtain your regis-
tration form write to: Ellis Island Foundation, 
P.O. Box ELLIS, New York, l..isiiii!l.I 
N. Y 10163. EWS !Si.AND 
· Keep the Dream Alive .-::-... ~19'11.-
The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island foundation. Inc. is a chafitable corporation to which contributions are tax-deductible to the extent 
allowed by law. A copy of tile last financial report filed with the Department IJfState may be obtained fly writing to: New 'tbrk State. Depart· 
~ \. "'! men! of State. Office of Charities Rf'Julation. Albany. New 'tbrk 12231, or The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island Foundation, Int .• 52 Vander· l.olilC bill Avenue, New 'tbrk, New \llrk 10017-3808. Photo courtesy of National Geographic. 
THE HAIRSTYLISTS 
'J{pw Open 
·Pay for the service, not for the frill 
~uallty Family Hair Care at Affordable Prices 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES . 
12263 University Blvd. 
(Next to UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE -
5000 E. Colonlal Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
No Appointment Necessary 
~--····••Im.Jiii•••······ I HAIRCUTS I SHAMPOO I 
I MEN'S $450 I SET OR $450 I 
I WOMEN'S I BLOWSTYLE I 
~HI LOREN'S . I COMPLETE I --------~---------. PRECISION I ZOTOS 
•cuT&STYLE $6501 BUDGET $15951 I includes shampoo, I PERM · I I 11n1shing rinse a . 1nc1des . I 
liblowstyle. _ I Hair cut a style • • ••••••••••••••••• 
- PERMS OUR SPECIALTY 
From coloring and highlighting to custom designs 
and perms, our commitment to excellence 
guarantees you the finest techniques available. 
•:els5o····Tzm0s~;~:-·• 
: LIVELY PERM . . I FREEDOM PERM : 
Se1tt1m1ng perm $ 21 50 I From nat to $2.7 SO I Include.• shampoo, I fabulous Includes I I cut, set, or blow shampoo, cut . I 
dry style. I htyle. · Regular $40 
·-------~·-·········· THE HAIRSTYLISTS 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES . 
12263 University Blvd. 
(Next to, UC-6 Cinema) 
380-9103 
HERNDON VILLAGE 
SOX> E. Colonial Dr. 
(Next to Dream Quarters) 
894-9250 
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
HRS: M-F.8:30 A.M.. - 7:30 P.M • 
SAT. 8:00 P.M. - 6:00 P.M., SUN. 12:00 P.M. - 5:00 P.M. 
· SUND AV Be HOLIDA V PRICES SLIGHTLY HIGHER 
.> 
. 
oin The Student -Government 
• At~orn~y _General 
.. 
• Comptroller 
' 
,.., 
·• . Jtidicial Advi~or 
•• Public Relations Director 
.. 
•• Director Of V.P. Affairs 
• · Executive Advisor 
•I • 
Applications Also Available For: 
• _Justices • Senate Seats 
. . . 
-
D-EADLINE-: .. uly 3 
For More 
Information, Call 
·275-219lor come 
by s.c. 155 
~) 
., 
